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In 2003, after more than thirty years of using Bahasa Malaysia as the medium of instruction for all subjects,
the Malaysian educational system started implementing a policy that made English the medium of
instruction for Mathematics and the Sciences in primary and secondary schools. In order to ease transition
problems, high-stakes exit exams are conducted at present using bilingual exam papers, with the final
objective of eventually having English only exams. This paper examines the perceptions and beliefs of
Math and Science teachers (MST) who teach Secondary Four and Five students. These students are the fITst
and second cohort to undergo the learning of these subjects in English under this new policy. Using survey
data, teacher interviews and classroom observations, it looks at how MST perceptions and beliefs influence
classroom practjces. It discusses how these practices can potentially influence the learning and exam
performance of their. students.
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INTRO
In 2003, after more than thirty years of using Bahasa Malaysia as the medium ofinstnlCtion for
all subjects, the Malaysian educational system started implementing a policy that made English
the medium of instruction for Mathematics and the Sciences. This policy is commonly known by
its Malay acronym, PPSMI (Pengajaran dan Pembelajaran Sains dan Matematik dalam Bahasa
Inggeris). In English, it stands for "English as the Language of Instruction for Mathematics and
Sciences", The main objective of this policy is two pronged: it aims to produce a new generation
of students who are scientifically and technologically knowledgeable and fluent in English. In so
doing, these youth will be able to continue accessing knowledge, especially in the sectors of
science and technology, even after leaving school. They therefore become valuable human
capital, a workforce capable of continued learning, which contributes to the economic growth and
development Qf the country.
PPSMI had simultaneous entry points at three levels in the school system: Standard One, Form
One and Lower Form Six. Mathematics and Science teachers (hereafter referred to as MST),
therefore, became change agents responsible for ensuring that their students would be competent
enough to function in these subject domains in English. Unwittingly, MST are now expected to
play the role of teachers ofEnglish for Academic Purposes (EAP) in mathematics and science
classrooms. This poses quite a challenge in the Malaysian context since the teachers themselves,
as well as their students, are English Language Learners (ELL), i.e., English is not their first
language. Moreover, in tenns of teacher education, MST are trained first and foremost to be
subject specialists, not language teachers.

The educational system in Malaysia is very exam oriented and the Malaysian Ministry of
Education has harnessed the intense pressure that major public exams can exert to promote
change in teaching practices in the classroom. As part of this policy, the Form Five (Grade
Eleven) high-stakes exit exams, called the SPM exams, for all Mathematics (Mathematics and
Additional Mathematics) and Science subjects (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Science) have been
in bilingual format since 2003, However, the Fonn Five students sitting for these exams at that
time were still being taught in Bahasa Malaysia.

This paper examines the c1assroooms of MST who are teaching Mathematics and Science
in English at the Form Five level for the first time to find out how MST view these exams and
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